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1. Introduction

In the United Kingdom (UK), a system of ‘Country Guidance’ (CG) Determinations has been 
developed to deal with evidence concerning a situation in a particular country of origin that 
is common to a number of asylum appeals before the Immigration and Asylum Chamber 
of the First-Tier Tribunal (FTT IAC) and the Upper Tribunal (UTIAC).1 The system was 
developed to promote consistency in decision making.2 It is unique in that findings of fact 
in Country Guidance Determinations are to be considered authoritative in respect of the 
particular matter dealt with by the IAC of the Tribunal.3 The importance of Country Guidance 
Determinations has been acknowledged. For example, Country Guidance Determinations 
have filtered through UK Home Office decision making4 and are frequently referenced by the 
European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR).5 

Since 2010, the UK has had a two-tier appeal structure. Asylum appeals are heard by the 
FTT IAC, and upon further appeal by UTIAC.6 Only UTIAC can decide on Country Guidance 
issues7 after its Reporting Committee identifies that an appeal concerns ‘an assessment of 
facts of a kind that others ought to be aware of, because it is likely to be of assistance in 
other cases.’8 A Country Guidance Determination should be considered authoritative in 
any subsequent appeal as far as that appeal: (1) relates to the Country Guidance issue in 
question, and (2) depends upon the same or similar evidence.9 Whether a Country Guidance 
Determination is available in a case ultimately depends on an objective and fair assessment 
of the facts in that particular case.10 Country Guidance Determinations are not considered 
legally binding ‘factual precedents’; the system of Country Guidance Determinations allows 
the submission of evidence to show that a decision was wrong, is no longer correct, or is not 
applicable in an individual case.11 Failure to apply a Country Guidance Determination by an 
FTT IAC judge, or failure to disregard a Country Guidance Determination where appropriate 
due to new evidence, may result in an error of law.12 

1  Ian Macdonald and Ronan Toal, Macdonald’s Handbook Immigration Law & Practice, vol 1 (9th edn, LexisNexus 
Butterworths 2014) 1870.

2  Robert Thomas, Administrative Justice and Asylum Appeals: A Study of Tribunal Adjudication (Bloomsbury 
Publishing 2011) 196–97.

3  Nationality, Immigration and Asylum Act 2002 (NIAA 2002) s 107(3). 
4  Thomas (n 2) 200; e.g. UK Home Office, ‘Country Policy and Information Note – Somalia: Women Fearing 

Gender-Based Violence’ (April 2018) Version 4.0, para 2.3.3.
5  For example, Sufi and Elmi v United Kingdom App Nos 8319/07 and 11449/07 (ECtHR, 11 June 2011).
6  Sir Nicholas Blake, ‘Luxembourg, Strasbourg and the National Court: The Emergence of a Country Guidance 

System for Refugee and Human Rights Protection’ (2013) 25 International Journal of Refugee Law 349, paras 
6–9; Tribunal Courts and Enforcement Act 2007, ss 3, 7. 

7  Tribunal Courts and Enforcement Act 2007, ss 9(4), 9(5), 12; Blake (n 6) para 20. 
8  UTIAC Guidance Note 2011 No 2 (last amended July 2017) para 11, Criteria for Reporting, para 3(d). 
9  Practice Directions for the Immigration and Asylum Chamber of the First-Tier Tribunal and the Upper 

Tribunal (November 2014) (Practice Directions) para 12.2. For discussion of binding factual precedent versus 
authoritative guidance, see Thomas (n 2) 214–16.

10  Macdonald and Toal (n 1) 1872; Januzi v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2006] UKHL 5, para 50 
(Lord Hope of Craighead).

11  NM (Lone women – Ashraf) Somalia CG [2005] UKIAT 00076, para 141. 
12  Blake (n 6) para 8.
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A Country Guidance Determination can only be considered truly authoritative where 
UTIAC has a clear understanding of the situation in a country of origin at the time of its 
decision. Therefore, UTIAC’s use of relevant and up-to-date Country of Origin Information 
(COI) is crucial. This article focuses on UTIAC’s examination of Country of Origin Information 
in Country Guidance Determinations. It identifies the standards set for the use of Country 
of Origin Information by UTIAC, and then discusses how UTIAC applies these standards 
in practice in Country Guidance Determinations. The analysis of the Country Guidance 
Determinations on Iran, Somalia, and Sri Lanka shows that UTIAC’s assessments are based 
on a comprehensive range of Country of Origin Information, including information from 
expert witnesses, governmental agencies, United Nations (UN) agencies, non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs), and news agencies. However, the Country Guidance Determinations 
would benefit from a more uniform, structured approach to improve the transparency of the 
assessment of the reliability of information and the balancing process of Country of Origin 
Information. This would ensure a visibly ‘effectively comprehensive’ decision. 

The article begins by discussing how the Country Guidance Determinations were selected 
and analysed (part 2). Part 3 provides background information on the system of Country 
Guidance Determinations and discusses the Court of Appeal’s requirement of an ‘effectively 
comprehensive’ analysis. Part 4 discusses whether Country Guidance Determinations are 
truly based on all relevant information on the subject matter before UTIAC (4.1), including 
whether UTIAC relies on the most up-to-date information (4.2). Furthermore, part 5 focuses 
on UTIAC’s assessment of the reliability of its sources and part 6 discusses the balancing 
process. Each part first discusses the relevant standard set by UTIAC, and then examines how 
it complies with the standard in the Country Guidance Determinations selected.

2. Methodology

For the purpose of this article, all relevant asylum jurisprudence by the FTT IAC and UTIAC, 
Court of Appeal, and Supreme Court was examined to identify the standards set for the use of 
Country of Origin Information in general. For the examination of UTIAC’s compliance with 
these standards in practice, Country Guidance Determinations on Iran (7),13 Somalia (8),14 and 

13  RM and BB (Homosexuals) Iran CG [2005] UKIAT 00117; SH (Baha’is) Iran CG [2006] UKAIT 00041; SZ and 
JM (Christians – FS confirmed) Iran CG [2008] UKAIT 00082; SB (risk on return – illegal exit) Iran CG [2009] 
UKAIT 00053; BA (Demonstrators in Britain – risk on return) Iran CG [2011] UKUT 00036; SA (Iranian Arabs 
– no general risk) Iran CG [2011] UKUT 00041; SSH and HR (illegal exit: failed asylum seeker) Iran CG [2016] 
UKUT 00308 (IAC).

14  MA (Galgale – Sab clan) Somalia CG [2006] UKAIT 00073; NM (n 11); YS and HA (Midgan – not generally at 
risk) Somalia CG [2005] UKIAT 00088; DJ (Bantu – not generally at risk) Somalia CG [2005] UKIAT 00089; HH 
(Mogadishu: armed conflict: risk) Somalia CG [2008] UKAIT 00022; AM & AM (armed conflict: risk categories) 
Somalia CG [2008] UKAIT 00091; AMM (conflict; humanitarian crisis; returnees; FGM) Somalia CG [2011] 
UKUT 00445 (IAC); MOJ (Return to Mogadishu) Somalia CG [2014] UKUT 00442.
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Sri Lanka (5)15 were examined. The Country Guidance Determinations on these countries of 
origin were selected for three reasons. First, asylum seekers from Iran, Somalia, and Sri Lanka 
feature in the list of top 10 countries of origin in the UK in the past 10 years.16 This has led to 
jurisprudence on a national level, as well as at the level of the ECtHR, impacting large groups 
of asylum seekers. Secondly, the Country Guidance Determinations on Iran, Somalia, and 
Sri Lanka include different types of risk assessments, namely the assessment of the general 
situation in a country of origin and the situation of a particular group in a country of origin. 
Furthermore, the Country Guidance Determinations include assessments of the same matter 
at different times, such as the risk faced on return for persons who have left Iran illegally, the 
situation of general violence in Somalia, and the position of Tamils on return to Colombo in 
Sri Lanka. This makes comparisons possible. Finally, the analysis of the Country Guidance 
Determinations on Iran, Somalia, and Sri Lanka can be compared to earlier studies on the use 
of Country of Origin Information in the assessment of article 3 of the European Convention 
on Human Rights (ECHR) by the ECtHR17 and the use of Country of Origin Information by 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in its Eligibility Guidelines.18 

The Country Guidance Determinations were examined in the following manner. In order 
to establish whether UTIAC consistently relied on the most relevant and up-to-date Country 
of Origin Information available, UTIAC’s list of documents was compared to the information 
available on Refworld.19 The parameters for the search on Refworld included: (i) the relevant 
country of origin, (ii) the starting date set at either two years before UTIAC’s decision or the 
last Country Guidance Determination concerning similar issues, and (iii) the end date set at 
the hearing of the case. The examination then looked at UTIAC’s assessment of the reliability 
of its sources to establish its criteria for attaching weight to a particular source. Finally, the 
examination considered UTIAC’s discussion of the evidence, and the way it balanced the 
available information to come to a sound conclusion on the Country Guidance issues. 

15  LP (LTTE area – Tamils – Colombo – risk?) Sri Lanka CG [2007] UKAIT 00076; AN & SS (Tamils – Colombo – 
risk?) Sri Lanka CG [2008] UKAIT 00063; TK (Tamils – LP Updated) Sri Lanka CG [2009] UKAIT 00049; GJ 
(post-civil war: returnees) Sri Lanka CG [2013] UKUT 00319; LH and IP (gay men: risk) Sri Lanka CG [2015] 
UKUT 00073.

16  National Statistics Asylum <https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics> accessed 26 October 2017. Iran had 
the highest number of asylum applications in the UK in 2016 and has ranked in the top five for the past 10 
years. Sri Lanka ranked in the top 10 of the highest number of asylum applications until 2015; it was in the 
top five from 2010 until 2013. Somalia ranked in the top 10 of the highest number of asylum applications until 
2010. See also <https://www.migrationpolicy.org/programs/data-hub/charts/asylum-applications-euefta-
country-2008–2016> accessed 26 October 2017. 

17  European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (adopted 4 November 
1950, entered into force 3 September 1953) 213 UNTS 222. Femke Vogelaar, ‘Principles Corroborated by 
Practice? The Use of Country of Origin Information by the European Court of Human Rights in the Assessment 
of a Real Risk of a Violation of the Prohibition of Torture, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment’ (2016) 18 (3) 
European Journal for Migration and Law 302 - 326.

18  Femke Vogelaar, ‘The Eligibility Guidelines Examined: The Use of Country of Origin Information by UNHCR’ 
(2017) 29 (4) International Journal of Refugee Law 617 – 640. 

19  Refworld is managed by UNHCR for the purpose of making COI, refugee case law, and refugee legislation 
available to all persons involved in decision making on asylum applications. Refworld contains a vast collection 
of reports relating to situations in countries of origin, as well as policy documents and positions, and documents 
relating to international and national legal frameworks. Refworld was the preferred COI database rather than, 
eg, ecoi.net, as Refworld covers more countries, as well as national legislation and case law. The comparison with 
Refworld is not considered to be exhaustive as the database contains only official reports and not, eg, literature, 
detailed news reports, or documents in languages other than English, French, or Spanish.
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The analysis focused on the application in practice of the COI standard to which UTIAC 
considers itself bound. A critical discussion of this COI standard, and/or the discussion of 
other COI standards, is beyond the scope of this article. Also, due to insufficient information 
in UTIAC decisions regarding how Country of Origin Information was selected and/or by 
whom, the process of COI collection before UTIAC is not covered by this article. Finally, the 
analysis focused on the use of Country of Origin Information by UTIAC in the discussion and 
conclusions on the Country Guidance issues. Generally, the analysis did not include UTIAC’s 
assessment of the application of the Country Guidance on the situation of the individual 
appellants in the determinations.

3. The system of Country Guidance Determinations

This part provides relevant background information relating to the system of Country 
Guidance Determinations.

3.1 The reasoning behind the system

The system of Country Guidance Determinations emerged in 2002 when asylum appeals 
were still heard by the Immigration Appeal Tribunal (IAT). The Court of Appeal considered 
that the notion of a judicial decision being binding as to fact had evolved in the context of the 
responsibilities of the IAT. The notion of factual precedent regarding the political background 
in a country of origin seemed ‘benign and practical’ to the Court of Appeal in the case of S.20 
The Country Guidance Determinations system is intended to promote the administration 
of justice in immigration and asylum law. First, parties to an appeal will not have to repeat 
evidence; they can rely on the guidance in which the evidence has already been found reliable. 
This will reduce costs as well as preparation time for appeals. Secondly, an accurate and reliable 
assessment of the situation in a country of origin will form the basis of any decision by the FTT 
IAC or UTIAC. Thirdly, Country Guidance enhances consistency in decision making, at least 
as far as the impact of the general conditions in a country of origin on an individual asylum 
application. Fourthly, the Country Guidance Determinations system is sufficiently f lexible to 
properly respond to different materials, evidence of changing circumstances, and new issues 
that may arise. If the changes or new issues are likely to come up in appeals on a regular basis, 
an appeal will be granted and UTIAC will reconsider the case. Where appropriate, it will issue 
new Country Guidance.21 In 2005, the Country Guidance Determinations system was given a 
statutory basis by the addition of section 107(3) to the Nationality, Immigration and Asylum 
Act 2002 (NIAA 2002). Section 107(3) allows practice directions by the President of UTIAC 
to require the FTT IAC and UTIAC to treat a specified decision of UTIAC as authoritative 

20  S v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2002] EWCA Civ 539, para 28; Macdonald and Toal (n 1) 1872.
21  Blake (n 6) para 24; Thomas (n 2) 198–99; see also NM (n 11) paras 135–45. 
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in respect of a particular matter.22 Country Guidance Determinations are published on the 
Tribunal’s website.23 Parties to an appeal relating to a particular country are expected to be 
familiar with the current Country Guidance Determination in relation to that country.24

3.2 Safeguards

The Court of Appeal ruled that a Country Guidance Determinations system within the 
context of the duties of the IAT would only prove useful if certain safeguards were in place. 
One of the main safeguards would be the duty to give reasons for a decision. The Court of 
Appeal held that ‘when it determines to produce an authoritative ruling upon the state of 
affairs in any given territory UTIAC must in our view take special care to see that its decision 
is effectively comprehensive’.25 An ‘effectively comprehensive’ decision:

should address all the issues in the case capable of having a real as opposed to fanciful 
bearing on the result and explain what it makes of the substantial evidence going to 
each such issue. In this field opinion evidence will often or usually be very important, 
since assessment of the risk of persecutory treatment in the milieu of a perhaps unstable 
political situation may be a complex and difficult task in which the fact-finding 
tribunal is bound to place heavy reliance on the views of experts and specialists.26

UTIAC’s analysis should, therefore, include the following elements: (1) the identification 
of all the relevant materials, and (2) an assessment of the meaning of the materials to the 
issues before UTIAC. The assessment of the meaning of the materials will entail both: (2a) 
an assessment of the reliability of the sources of information, and (2b) a balancing of all 
the available information to come to a sound decision on the facts. Parts 4, 5, and 6 below 
discuss these three elements of an effectively comprehensive analysis by UTIAC in Country 
Guidance Determinations. 

In 2005, when the system of Country Guidance Determinations was given a statutory 
basis, the Tribunal was criticised for relying on incomplete and out-of-date Country of Origin 
Information.27 The following analysis shows that, over the years, UTIAC has come to rely on 
a much wider range of sources and more up-to-date Country of Origin Information. This 
has resulted in decisions that are much more inclusive of Country of Origin Information. 
However, the analysis found that Country Guidance Determinations could benefit from 
improved referencing and the restructuring of decisions to include more visible assessments 
and balancing of information.

22  HGMO (Relocation to Khartoum) Sudan CG [2006] UKAIT 00062, paras 141–42; Macdonald and Toal (n 1) 
1872; Blake (n 6) paras 1–10; Thomas (n 2) 199–200; Asylum and Immigration Act (Treatment of Claimants, etc) 
2004, s 26(7), with effect from 4 April 2005; Practice Directions (n 9) para 12.2.

23  UKUT website <https://www.judiciary.gov.uk/about-the-judiciary/who-are-the-judiciary/ judicial-roles/
tribunals/tribunal-decisions/immigration-asylum-chamber/> accessed 30 September 2018.

24  Practice Directions (n 9) para 12.3. 
25  27 S (n 20) para 29 (emphasis added).
26  ibid.
27  Colin Yeo (ed), Country Guideline Cases: Benign and Practical (Immigration Advisory Service (IAS) 2005).
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4. The identification of evidence

It is important for UTIAC to clearly identify what evidence it considers in relation to 
the Country Guidance issues before it. This will provide parties to future appeals with 
the appropriate knowledge to debate the (further) application of a Country Guidance 
Determination on an individual case or to discuss the possible need for an updated Country 
Guidance Determination. Section 4.1 discusses how UTIAC identifies the evidence it 
considers relevant to the substance of the Country Guidance issues before it. Section 4.2 
examines whether UTIAC relies on up-to-date information.

4.1 Relevant evidence

The basis for determining what Country of Origin Information is relevant in an appeal 
is laid down by the UK Home Office in the initial rejection letter. In the past, the use of 
Country of Origin Information by asylum decision makers has been found to be selective and 
inappropriate.28 Legal representatives build upon the Country of Origin Information used 
by the Home Office; within the given context, they collect Country of Origin Information 
to refute the Home Office’s arguments for denying protection status. The ways in which a 
legal representative uses Country of Origin Information depends on the available time and 
resources.29 Country of Origin Information is furthermore influenced by the Home Office 
representative30 and by different approaches to Country of Origin Information by immigration 
judges of the FTT IAC.31 This results in a varying quality of Country of Origin Information in 
a case when it reaches UTIAC. 

Without access to the underlying documents in a Country Guidance Determination, it is 
difficult to reconstruct the COI collection process before UTIAC. However, the examination 
of the Country Guidance Determinations on Iran, Somalia, and Sri Lanka showed that 
UTIAC relied on a wide range of Country of Origin Information to come to an effectively 
comprehensive analysis on the Country Guidance issues. The lists of documents attached 
to the Country Guidance Determinations, sometimes numbering hundreds of documents,32 
included Country of Origin Information from sources such as government bodies, UN 
agencies, NGOs, and news agencies. Furthermore, a comparison of the lists of documents 
with the documents available on Refworld showed that, in more recent Country Guidance 
Determinations, UTIAC had before it all the relevant Country of Origin Information 
available. For example, a search on Refworld revealed that the list of documents relating to 

28  For example, Independent Chief Inspector, The Use of Country of Origin Information in Deciding Asylum 
Applications (July 2011) ch 7; Elizabeth Williams and others (eds), The Use of Country of Origin Information 
in Refugee Status Determination: Critical Perspectives (IAS 2009) 186–89; Natasha Tsangarides, The Refugee 
Roulette: The Role of Country Information in Refugee Status Determination’ (IAS 2010) 15–18.

29  Tsangarides (n 28) 25–27.
30  ibid 22, 29, 31.
31  ibid 23, 33.
32  For example, over 700 documents in AM & AM (n 14) and over 1,200 documents in AMM (n 14).
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Country Guidance in LP (Sri Lanka) (2007) was incomplete; there were a few documents that 
should have been included in the IAT’s analysis.33 However, in LH and IP (Sri Lanka) (2015), 
UTIAC’s list included all the relevant information available on Refworld.

4.2 Up-to-date Country of Origin Information

Examination of the lists of documents also showed that UTIAC had before it the most up-
to-date information available at the time of the hearing of the case. A search on Refworld 
did not reveal any more recent Country of Origin Information that should have been taken 
into consideration by UTIAC. However, Country Guidance Determinations are susceptible to 
becoming out of date and being overtaken by changes in a country of origin.34 

The decisions by the FTT IAC and UTIAC are governed by the principle laid down in the 
case of Ravichandran. In Ravichandran, the Court of Appeal concluded that in asylum cases 
the appellate structure is to be regarded as an extension of the decision-making process. Since 
it is necessary to look to the future in asylum cases, the appellate authorities are not restricted 
to the facts at the date of the original decision.35 The Ravichandran principle is set out in the 
second part of section 85(4) NIAA 2002.36 The Supreme Court has confirmed the application 
of the Ravichandran principle on asylum appeals before the FTT IAC and UTIAC.37 

The hearing of the appeal before UTIAC is considered the cut-off point for the admission of 
any evidence.38 This is to make sure that UTIAC is not overloaded with new information and 
arguments after the hearing.39 However, the hearing as a cut-off point may prove problematic 
where a decision is not published until several months after the hearing.40 Could a Country 
Guidance Determination still be considered an effectively comprehensive analysis if the most 
recent information is over six months old? This is especially true where the decision concerns 
Country Guidance Determination relating to a situation in a country of origin that is fragile, 
unpredictable, and likely to change. For example, in MOJ (Somalia), UTIAC heard evidence 
concerning the security and human rights situation in Mogadishu in February 2014, although 
the decision dates from September 2014. According to Refworld, between February and 
September 2014, relevant COI reports were published by the UK Home Office,41 UNHCR,42 
the European Asylum Support Office (EASO),43 and the International Crisis Group.44

UTIAC accepted late evidence on a few occasions in the Country Guidance Determinations 

33  In LP (n 15), there were interesting reports available by, for example, the Canadian Immigration and Refugee 
Board, ‘Sri Lanka: Treatment of Tamils in Colombo by Members of the Sri Lankan Security Forces and Police 
(2005–2006)’ LKA102016.E (11 December 2006); International Crisis Group, ‘Sri Lanka: The Failure of the 
Peace Process’, Asia Report No 124 (28 November 2006); Human Rights Watch, ‘Improving Civilian Protection 
in Sri Lanka: Recommendations for the Government and the LTTE’ (19 September 2006).

34  Yeo (ed) (n 27) 9–29; Tsangarides (n 28) 66; Thomas (n 2) 203.
35  Senathirajah Ravichandran v Secretary of State for the Home Department [1996] Imm AR 97.
36  Macdonald and Toal (n 1) 1867.
37  See TN, MA & AA (Afghanistan) (Appellants) [2015] UKSC 40, on appeal from [2013] EWCA Civ 1609 and 1625, 

paras 38, 70–72; see also TK (n 15) para 6; NA v United Kingdom App No 25904/07 (ECtHR, 17 July 2008). 
38  Macdonald and Toal (n 1) 1867. 
39  AN & SS (n 15) para 95. 
40  For example, LP (n 15) para 53; LH and IP (n 15); MOJ (n 14); RM and BB (n 13); SB (n 13); SA (n 13).
41  UK Home Office, ‘Country Information and Guidance: Somalia’ (9 April 2014).
42  UNHCR, ‘Position on Returns to Southern and Central Somalia’ (17 June 2014). 
43  EASO, ‘Country of Origin Information Report. South and Central Somalia Country Overview’ (August 2014).
44  International Crisis Group, ‘Somalia: Al-Shabaab: It Will Be a Long War’, Africa Briefing No 99 (26 June 2014). 
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examined. It accepted evidence brought forward by the parties after the hearing45 and also 
invited parties to submit further submissions in relation to new developments or Country of 
Origin Information.46 In SZ and JM (Iran), the IAT considered that if it did not accept late 
evidence that was of real significance, it would produce a Country Guidance Determination 
that would offer no useful guidance and would shortly have to be reconsidered. If late 
evidence were of no significance, little would be lost by accepting it.47 However, UTIAC’s 
approach to new information is inconsistent. For example, in the case of AMM (Somalia), 
UTIAC invited the submission of further (written) evidence covering the period of the 
withdrawal of Al-Shabaab from all its military positions in Mogadishu in August 2011.48 
As discussed above, in MOJ (Somalia), UTIAC did not consider any Country of Origin 
Information published during the six months between the hearing and the decision. Was the 
more up-to-date Country of Origin Information on the security situation in Mogadishu not 
of real significance to UTIAC’s decision? Even if the information was not of real significance, 
since UTIAC considered the situation to be durably changed after the complete withdrawal 
of Al-Shabaab from Mogadishu, nothing would have been lost by reception of the Country of 
Origin Information. It would have added to the authoritativeness of the Country Guidance 
Determination. Also, in LH and IP (Sri Lanka), six months elapsed between the hearing and 
UTIAC’s decision. In the decision, UTIAC noted that since the hearing of the appeal there had 
been elections in Sri Lanka and former President Rajapakse49 and his family were no longer 
in power. UTIAC stated in its determination that ‘it has not been suggested that there is any 
significant difference in the treatment of LGBT individuals as yet.’50 The authoritativeness 
of UTIAC’s assessment of the possible future risks for LGBT individuals in Sri Lanka would 
have benefited from UTIAC inviting further submissions. The elections led to a significant 
change in leadership in Sri Lanka and could potentially have affected the LGBT community.

4.3 Conclusions on the identification of evidence

UTIAC identifies Country of Origin Information through a list of documents included in 
the Annex of the selected Country Guidance Determinations. Study of the lists showed that 
UTIAC relied on a wide range of Country of Origin Information to come to an effectively 
comprehensive analysis on the Country Guidance issues. A comparison with the documents 
available on Refworld showed that UTIAC’s lists included all the relevant information 
available at the time of the hearing of the appeal. However, the study showed that it can take 
up to six months for UTIAC to reach a decision. The time it takes to make a determination 
should always be properly balanced against the likelihood of a situation changing and the 
probable need for a new Country Guidance Determination in the near future. If the time 
between the hearing and the decision requires it, UTIAC should consistently accept late 
evidence or invite further submissions.

45  For example, SZ and JM (n 13) paras 155–56.
46  AN & SS (n 15) para 95; AMM (n 14) paras 3, 248. 
47  SZ and JM (n 13) paras 155–56. The IAT adopted the approach of the Tribunal’s decision in FS (Iran – Christian 

Converts) v Secretary of State for the Home Department CG [2004] UKIAT 00303, para 147. 
48  AMM (n 14) paras 3, 248.
49  Mahinder Rajapakse was President of Sri Lanka from 2005 to 2015.
50  LH and LP (n 15) para 17.
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5.  The meaning of the information (1): assessing the 
reliability of Country of Origin Information

The necessity for assessing the quality of Country of Origin Information was recognised by 
the IAT in the case of TK (Sri Lanka). The IAT stated that immigration judges and others 
should cease to refer to ‘objective country evidence’ when what is meant is ‘background 
country evidence’. Referring to objective country evidence ‘obscures the need for the decision 
maker to subject the evidence to scrutiny to see if it conforms to legal standards for assessing 
the quality of Country of Origin Information as identified by the ECtHR in NA.’51 In TK, 
the IAT argued that in the context of article 3 ECHR judges should assess Country of Origin 
Information by the standards established in NA.52 The IAT considered that because of the 
close relationship between ‘asylum and humanitarian protection claims, very much the same 
standards have now become, by virtue of EU legislation, legal standards.’53

In line with NA, UTIAC should in particular consider the source’s independence, reliability, 
and objectivity; the authority and reputation of its author; the method of investigating; the 
consistency of its conclusions with, and corroboration by, other sources; and the presence and 
reporting capacity of the author of the material in the country in question.54 The following 
section studies several types of sources UTIAC preferred to rely on in the Country Guidance 
Determinations examined, and discusses how UTIAC assessed the reliability of these sources.

5.1 Expert witnesses

UTIAC places heavy reliance on the views of expert witnesses in its decisions on Country 
Guidance issues.55 It generally considers that evidence by country expert witnesses should 
be respected and given due consideration. However, each expert report needs to be assessed 
to determine its reliability and the weight to be accorded to it in the balancing of all the 
available evidence.56 The following section focuses on the qualifications and duties of the 
expert witness, as well as the assessment of the reliability of an expert witness by UTIAC.

51  TK (n 15) country guidance para d), para 7; NA (n 37).
52  An approach confirmed by the Court of Appeal in MD (Ivory Coast) v 1D [2011] EWCA Civ 989.
53  TK (n 15) para 5. See Directive 2011/95/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 

on standards for the qualification of third-country nationals or stateless persons as beneficiaries of international 
protection, for a uniform status for refugees or for persons eligible for subsidiary protection, and for the content 
of the protection granted (recast) [2011] OJ L337/9 (Qualification Directive) art 4; Directive 2013/32/EU of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 on common procedures for granting and withdrawing 
international protection (recast) [2013] OJ L180/60 (Procedures Directive) preamble para 39, arts 10(3)(b), 45(2)
(c); EU Regulation 439/2010 (establishing a European Asylum Support Office) art 4(a). 

54  Macdonald and Toal (n 1) 1864; NA (n 37) paras 118–22.
55  Of the CG determinations studied, only in AM & AM (n 14) did the Tribunal not rely on country expert 

witnesses. 
56  Thomas (n 2) 186.
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5.1.1 What makes a country witness an expert?

According to UTIAC, there are no formal qualifications to reliably identify someone as a 
country expert. It is usually a person who has, for whatever reason, taken a particular interest 
in a country and has the resources to gather information.

An expert witness may or may not be an academic.57 In many of the Country Guidance 
Determinations studied, (recurring) expert witnesses were academics.58 Expert witnesses also 
included a documentary maker,59 witnesses belonging to particular religious communities,60 
lawyers,61 a journalist,62 a witness for UNHCR,63 witnesses for NGOs,64 and witnesses for 
the UK Border Agency.65 An expert witness may or may not have first-hand knowledge of a 
country of origin.66 Sometimes UTIAC attached particular weight to the personal experiences 
of the expert witness. For example, in GJ (Sri Lanka), UTIAC was concerned about parts 
of Dr Rampart’s evidence that were based on undisclosed sources and unminuted Skype 
conversations since Dr Rampart had not been to Sri Lanka since 2010 and had no recent 
personal experience.67 UTIAC was much more willing to accept Dr Smith’s evidence as he 
had visited Sri Lanka as recently as December 2012 in preparation for the Country Guidance 
appeals and his evidence was supportive of other available evidence.68 In other cases, UTIAC 
appeared to attach less importance to the recent personal experiences of the expert witnesses. 
In MOJ (Somalia), the expert witness Dr Mullen had last visited Mogadishu in 2005. UTIAC 
ruled that the fact that the expert witness had no recent experience in Mogadishu did not 
disqualify him from offering an expert view on the conditions in Mogadishu in 2014. Dr 
Mullen had conducted primary research in Somalia in the past, had drawn extensively on 
a wide range of contacts in Somalia, and had carried out a comprehensive study of all the 
available documents.69 UTIAC has not provided guidance on when it requires personal 
experience by expert witnesses. Does this depend on the type of information provided by the 
expert witness? Or does it depend on the overall situation in a country of origin that may or 
may not lend itself to first-hand knowledge? 

57  LP (n 15) para 36; Thomas (n 2) 182.
58  The recurring expert witnesses on Iran included Ms Anna Enayat, an academic expert on Iran, with a teaching 

history at the University of Teheran, and Dr Mohammed Kakhki, a lecturer on comparative law, focusing 
on Islamic and Iranian justice systems, as well as acting as an analyst for the Advisory Panel on Country 
Information. The recurring expert witnesses on Somalia included Professor I Lewis, an emeritus professor of 
anthropology, specializing in social institutions of culture of the Somali people, and Dr Joseph Mullen, who 
holds a PhD in African politics. The recurring expert witnesses on Sri Lanka included Dr Chris Smith, an expert 
on Sri Lankan politics and security issues, and Professor Anthony Good, a professor in social anthropology, 
with a particular interest in the history and culture of Tamils.

59  GJ (n 15) paras 106–12.
60  SH (n 13) paras 30–52; SZ and JM (n 13) paras 17–19.
61  RM and BB (n 13) para 25; LP (n 15) para 118; LH and IP (n 15) paras 61–67.
62  MOJ (n 14) para 161–201.
63  AMM (n 14) paras 134–56.
64  ibid Appendix 1 paras 113–46; LP (n 15) para 119; GJ (n 15) paras 68–105; LH and IP (n 15) paras 30–54.
65  TK (n 15) para 55; GJ (n 15) paras 55–63.
66  LP (n 15) para 36.
67  GJ (n 15) paras 240–41; see also paras 262, 276, 280.
68  ibid paras 264–72.
69  MOJ (n 14) paras 47, 106; see also NM (n 11) para 75. 
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It is important for UTIAC to be able to cross-examine an expert witness in order to fully 
understand the evidence provided by the expert witness. An expert witness may, on cross-
examination, have to admit to mistakes in his or her written evidence or may come to different 
conclusions altogether.70 It is essential for UTIAC to be able to determine the proper weight to 
be accorded to certain pieces of evidence relied upon by the expert witness.71 Moreover, cross-
examination is a useful tool with which to establish an expert’s (professional) background 
and the origins of his or her interest in a particular country.72

5.1.2 Duties of an expert witness

According to article 10 of the Practice Directions, an expert should: (1) independently 
provide information and express opinions; (2) consider all material facts; (3) be objective and 
unbiased; (4) not advocate; (5) be fully informed; (6) stay within his or her area of expertise; 
and (7) where appropriate, adjust or abandon his or her opinion.73 In MOJ (Somalia), UTIAC 
added that it would pay close attention to the expert’s research, in particular to:

the availability of empirical data or other information bearing on the expert’s views; the 
quality and reliability of such material; whether the expert has taken such material into 
account; the expert’s willingness to modify or withdraw certain views or conclusions 
where other evidence, or expert opinion, suggests that this is appropriate; and the 
attitude of the expert, which will include his willingness to engage with the Tribunal.74

According to UTIAC, an expert’s role is to filter evidence.75 Country expert witnesses are 
not merely providers of raw data; they can provide interpretation of the data as well as an 
opinion based on that interpretation. UTIAC assesses the expert on the basis of the raw 
data he or she has used and the quality of the selection of information that forms his or 
her opinion.76 Whether UTIAC trusts that the expert witness has filtered the evidence 
objectively and independently may depend on the reputation of the expert, whether he or 
she has an established track record, the quality and variety of the sources, and the age of 
the source material.77 The referencing of a source by the expert witness enables UTIAC to 
check the source of information and to determine whether the expert has properly filtered 
the information. If it concerns information that is not in the public domain, for example, 
interview notes, UTIAC does not require the expert to produce this information. This may, 
however, result in UTIAC attaching less weight to the information.78 

It is UTIAC’s task to have careful regard to all the (different) opinions presented by the 
expert witnesses. As the case of MOJ (Somalia) clearly showed, ‘well informed and objectively 
minded witnesses can reach different views even though drawing upon substantially the same 

70  MOJ (n 14) paras 71, 127.
71  TK (n 15) para 90–96; HH (n 14) para 292.
72  For example, HH (n 14) paras 155–86.
73  MOJ (n 14) para 25.
74  ibid para 27; see also Thomas (n 2) 187.
75  LP (n 15) para 38.
76  ibid para 37.
77  ibid para 38; SB (n 13) para 60.
78  ibid paras 39–40; see also AN & SS (n 15) para 102; TK (n 15) para 67; Thomas (n 2) 188–90.
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body of evidence’.79 If there are any tensions in the evidence, UTIAC has to resolve these and 
may also have to depart from the opinion of an expert witness.80

5.1.3 Assessing the reliability of the evidence of an expert witness

UTIAC’s assessment of the reliability of an expert witness has become more involved over 
time. For example, in older Country Guidance Determinations, the IAT sometimes relied 
on an expert witness to assess the evidence provided by other expert witnesses.81 In more 
recent determinations, UTIAC has itself assessed each country expert witness. The ways in 
which country expert witnesses were assessed by UTIAC varied. UTIAC sometimes included 
a detailed discussion of an expert’s background, either in the decision itself while discussing 
the evidence, or in the Appendix to the determination.82 UTIAC’s discussion included the 
expert’s professional background, areas of interests, research, personal experience in the 
country concerned, the ability to speak a local language, and his or her research methodology.83 
However, the discussion could also be very brief, with just a reference to the methodology of the 
expert’s research,84 or a simple acceptance of a person being an internationally acknowledged 
expert in a certain area.85 The reasoning behind the divergent focus of UTIAC on particular 
traits of expert witnesses was not transparent.

Moreover, the analysis of the Country Guidance Determinations selected showed that 
expert witnesses could be considered reliable by UTIAC in one determination, but not in 
another.86 However, UTIAC did not systematically reassess the reliability of an expert witness 
when he or she reappeared before UTIAC.87 Since an expert is only as reliable as his or her last 
report,88 UTIAC should assess the reliability of an expert witness each time an expert appears 
before UTIAC in order to properly establish the witness’s expertise and reliability in relation 
to that particular case.

5.2 Government sources

UTIAC has provided general guidance on how government reports should be assessed and 
weighed against other available evidence. However, in practice, the role of such reports in 
Country Guidance Determinations is limited. Moreover, UTIAC does not always provide 
clarity on the weight it accords to government reports and their bearing on the decision on the

79  MOJ (n 14) para 45.
80  ibid.
81  For example, NM (n 11) para 88; SZ and JM (n 13) para 17.
82  For example, GJ (n 15) para 236; SSH & HR (n 13) Appendix 1, para 4.
83  For example, LP (n 15) paras 71–75; HH (n 14) paras 95–96, 144.
84  For example, MOJ (n 14) para 47.
85  For example, LH and IP (n 15) para 101.
86  For example, cf the assessment of Dr Smith’s ability to provide expert evidence in LP (n 15) and TK (n 15); cf the 

assessment of Dr Mullen’s ability to provide expert evidence in HH (n 14) and MOJ (n 14).
87  TK (n 15) para 27; AN & SS (n 15) paras 13–26; SA (n 13) compared to e.g. SSH & HR (n 13) Appendix 1, para 

4, in which the Tribunal did elaborate on the expert witness’s activities since Dr Kakhki last provided evidence 
before the Tribunal.

88  Thomas (n 2) 187.
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Country Guidance issues. The following sections discuss UTIAC’s assessment of information 
provided by the UK Home Office and the British High Commission/Embassy.

5.2.1 UK Home Office

The UK Home Office supports its decision makers with a range of COI products. Since 2014, 
‘Country Policy and Information Notes’ (CPINs)89 have been the UK Home Office’s principal 
COI products. CPINs are topic-specific COI reports. The shorter CPINs bring together the 
former UK Home Office COI reports and Operational Guidance Notes,90 which were still 
at the basis of the decisions dealt with in the Country Guidance Determinations selected. 
Therefore, the analysis only included UTIAC’s view on COI reports and Operational Guidance 
Notes. It is UTIAC’s view that the COI reports by the UK Home Office COI Service are to 
be treated in the same way as any other background evidence. Furthermore, UTIAC takes 
the view that the Operational Guidance Notes are not evidence as such. UTIAC considers 
it possible to have regard to the Operational Guidance Notes as an indication of the Home 
Office’s view of the evidence.91 UTIAC explicitly assessed COI reports by the Home Office in 
only a few exceptional cases.92

Fact-finding mission reports are comparatively rare COI products, although the report of 
the fact-finding mission to Nairobi in September 2010 was the topic of discussion in AMM 
(Somalia).93 In Sufi and Elmi, the ECtHR stated that it was unable to attach substantial weight 
to the fact-finding report on Somalia because it mostly relied on anonymous sources that 
were vaguely described, preventing the ECtHR from making a proper assessment of the 
reliability of the sources.94 Remarkably, UTIAC concluded differently with regard to the 
report in AMM. UTIAC stated that it should have regard ‘to the weight which the ECtHR 
has seen fit to place upon the particular piece of evidence.’95 However, UTIAC emphasised 
that the actual ‘weighing of the evidence and the conclusions as to the relative weight to be 
placed on the items of evidence are ultimately matters for the tribunal’.96 Therefore, UTIAC 
was not compelled to place exactly the same weight on that evidence as the ECtHR where it 
was required to undertake its own weighing of that evidence.97 With regard to the fact-finding 
report, UTIAC argued that the descriptions of the sources were in accordance with the 
European Union Common Guidelines on (Joint) Fact Finding Missions of November 2010.98 
Additionally, UTIAC adopted the approach that the value of the fact-finding mission report 
lay solely in the views and opinions expressed by the interviewees. According to UTIAC, ‘the 

89  In 2014, the UK Home Office changed the name of the ‘Operational Guidance Notes’ to ‘Country Information 
and Guidance’. Following criticism from UTIAC, the Home Office changed the name to ‘Country Policy and 
Information Notes’. See MST (national service – risk categories) Eritrea CG [2016] UKUT 443, paras 4–9.

90  Independent Chief Inspector of Borders and Immigration, An Inspection of the Home Office’s Production and 
Use of Country of Origin Information (January 2018).

91  LP (n 15) para 70; AMM (n 14) para 525.
92  AM & AM (n 14) para 33.
93  AMM (n 14) paras 157–68.
94  Sufi and Elmi (n 5) paras 233–34.
95  AMM (n 14) para 109.
96  ibid para 115.
97  ibid para 109.
98  European Union, ‘EU Common Guidelines on (Joint) Fact Finding Missions: A Practical Tool to Assist Member 

States in Organizing (Joint) Fact Finding Missions (November 2010).
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important thing is not precisely what a particular NGO is doing in Somalia, but what they 
observe about the situation in that country whilst they are doing it.’99

Interestingly, UTIAC refers to the standard laid down in the EU Common Guidelines on 
fact-finding missions to assess the anonymous sources in the fact-finding report. It deviated 
from the standard set by the ECtHR in contradiction of the IAT’s decision in TK100 and did 
not clarify why. Also, UTIAC seemingly holds expert witnesses to a different standard where 
it requires an expert witness to reference a source to be able to verify information and attach 
weight to that information.101 Moreover, the fact-finding mission report simply referred to 
international NGOs, only one of which worked in Somalia.102 The activities of an NGO in a 
particular country provide context to what an employee is or is not able to observe or form an 
opinion on. It sheds light on the role and authority, and finally defines the reliability, of the 
observer. It is therefore important to know what a particular NGO is doing in a country of 
origin in order to determine the reliability of the information it provides. Equally important 
is the level of the source within an organisation. For example, the EU Common Guidelines 
on fact-finding missions acknowledge that senior officials may have limited experience in the 
field.103

5.2.2 British High Commission

Information from the British High Commission (BHC) played an important role in the 
Country Guidance Determinations on the situation of Tamils in Sri Lanka. In LP, it was the 
first time that a series of letters by the BHC was provided on topical issues.104 UTIAC agreed 
that, although it is up to an asylum seeker to prove his or her case, when it comes to the wider 
situation in a country of origin:

it is the Secretary of State who is likely to have the most comprehensive knowledge 
of the conditions in foreign countries, not least through diplomatic and consular 
channels, and if decisions with enhanced status of country guidance cases are to 
be made about those countries it might seem appropriate for the Secretary of State 
directly to contribute that knowledge.105

It is UTIAC’s view that BHC letters are prepared by professional diplomats who are skilled 
and trained in the observation and acquisition of knowledge in the countries where they 
are based. According to UTIAC, letters by the BHC must ‘be given equal value to that of 
the well-informed, balanced country expert who provides sources and evidence of his or her 
expertise.’106 Nevertheless, the value of BHC information should be based on the merits of 

99  AMM (n 14) paras 163–64.
100  See part 5 above.
101  See sections 5.1.2 and 5.2.2.
102  UK Home Office, ‘Somalia: Report of the Fact-Finding Mission to Nairobi, 8–15 September 2010’ (8 October 

2010) Annexes C and D.
103  EU Common Guidelines on (Joint) Fact Finding Missions (n 98) 11.
104  LP (n 15) para 204.
105  ibid para 204, quoting AH (Sudan) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2007] EWCA Civ 297, para 55.
106  ibid para 205-
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each letter.107 In the interests of balanced determinations, and with the objective of obtaining 
the highest quality of Country Guidance, it is UTIAC’s view that letters by the BHC or 
other diplomatic posts should be encouraged as much as information from country expert 
witnesses.108 

In GJ (Sri Lanka), UTIAC heard an expert witness for the UK Home Office who had worked 
for the BHC in Colombo. Where the expert witness spoke from his own knowledge, UTIAC 
was prepared to accord weight to the expert’s statements, given his practical experience and 
position in the return process of failed asylum seekers in Colombo. Where the expert witness 
relied on ‘interlocuters’ who wished to remain anonymous, UTIAC accorded less weight to 
the evidence.109 

Information from high commissions and embassies played only a limited role in the 
Country Guidance Determinations on Iran and Somalia. In RM and BB (Iran), UTIAC 
preferred the information provided by the expert witness Ms Enayat over the information 
provided by the Honorary Legal Adviser of the British embassy.110 In AMM (Somalia), 
information from a letter from the BHC in Nairobi was mentioned in the decision.111 However, 
UTIAC did not provide clarity on the weight it attached to the letter or the bearing the letter 
had on the decision on the Country Guidance issues.

5.3 Information from UN agencies: UNHCR

Where UNHCR position papers and/or Eligibility Guidelines are available, they are 
included in the list of documents before UTIAC. As with government reports, UTIAC has 
provided general guidance on how much weight should be accorded to UNHCR reports. In 
practice, however, the guidelines were only truly debated in a few of the Country Guidance 
Determinations examined.112 

UTIAC states that it accords substantive weight to UNHCR reports as they are prepared 
by persons with direct experience of the core issues involved.113 However, it also notes that 
the views expressed by UNHCR, whilst highly significant and extremely helpful, cannot 
be determinative in UTIAC’s assessment as regards a well-founded fear of persecution or 
a real risk of serious harm.114 Although UNHCR reports are usually very topical and up-
to-date, UTIAC considers that UNHCR’s protection agenda is wider and covers a range of 
humanitarian issues that go beyond the specific issues of real risks of persecution or serious 
maltreatment that are before UTIAC.115 Moreover, UTIAC points to ‘the difference between 
an assessment by a non-judicial organisation tasked with pursuing humanitarian objectives 
and the responsibilities of fact-finding courts and tribunals.’116 In UTIAC’s view, the exercise 
undertaken by UNHCR staff is significantly different from that of the proceedings before 

107  TK (n 15) para 70.
108  LP (n 15) para 205.
109  GJ (n 15) para 236.
110  RM and BB (n 13) paras 108–22.
111  For example, AMM (n 14) para 254.
112  For example, GJ (n 15) paras 288–94, 355–56.
113  For example, LP (n 15) paras 148, 203; NM (n 11) paras 104, 108–15.
114  TK (n 15) para 69; NM (n 11) para 115; AMM (n 14) para 155; confirmed by the ECtHR in NA (n 37) para 127.
115  LP (n 15) para 148.
116  AMM (n 14) para 156.
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UTIAC. UTIAC decides on the basis of all the evidence and submissions before it; this 
evidence is placed before UTIAC by the parties, each probing and testing the other’s evidence, 
and pointing towards different legal outcomes.117 As a result, UNHCR material should be read 
for what it actually conveys about the level of risk, of what treatment, of what severity, and 
with what certainty as to the available evidence.118

In the case of AMM (Somalia), UTIAC heard an expert witness for UNHCR and on 
this rare occasion provided some insight as to how much weight it accorded to the UNHCR 
information. UTIAC stated that it could not go beyond careful regard to the views of UNHCR. 
It could not simply accept UNHCR’s assessment of its Eligibility Guidelines as ‘the most 
comprehensive analysis of the security situation in Somalia’ as the expert witness contended. 
UTIAC considered that UNHCR’s ‘methodology is sound, the range of external sources wide 
and the organisation itself well placed to give its own highly-informed view. The Guidelines 
themselves nevertheless form only a part of the evidential matrix which the parties to the 
present proceedings have assembled’.119 

Moreover, UTIAC pointed out a discrepancy between the view of the witness for UNHCR 
and what the Guidelines themselves conveyed about the risk of indiscriminate violence in 
central and southern Somalia.120 UTIAC also identified a f lawed reference in the UNHCR 
Eligibility Guidelines.121 In most of the Country Guidance Determinations examined, the 
bearing of the UNHCR Eligibility Guidelines on the final decision remained unclear.

5.4 Information from NGOs

Although plenty of NGO reports can be found in the lists of documents before UTIAC, it is 
difficult to establish the extent of the influence these reports have on UTIAC’s decisions. The 
Country Guidance Determinations studied showed that UTIAC only proceeded to specifically 
assess a report or evidence by an NGO where the NGO had provided an expert witness.122 
Expert witnesses for NGOs appeared in only two of the Country Guidance Determinations 
studied. In GJ (Sri Lanka), both NGO expert witnesses were strongly committed to anonymity 
which made it difficult for UTIAC to assess whether an adequate analysis had been made of 
the underlying research material. This resulted in UTIAC according limited weight to the 
reports by Freedom from Torture and Human Rights Watch.123 However, in the case of LH 
and IP (Sri Lanka), the reports by Equal Ground124 were considered pivotal. 

The evidence by the Equal Ground expert was preferred over the information provided 
by two other experts who were not considered specialists on LGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, and intersex) issues in Sri Lanka.125 Although the expert did not disguise her 

117  ibid.
118  NM (n 11) para 113.
119  AMM (n 14) para 362.
120  ibid para 360.
121  ibid para 362.
122  For example, in BA (n 13), Amnesty International made a submission, although the Tribunal did not elaborate 

on the submission.
123  GJ (n 15) paras 244–46, 249–53.
124  Equal Ground is an organisation that supports lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, and questioning 

(LGBTIQ) persons in Sri Lanka.
125  LH and IP (n 15) para 104.
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campaigning agenda, UTIAC considered that it was difficult to imagine that there could 
have been a better-informed witness on the subject. UTIAC considered the witness ‘to be 
fair and careful in her oral evidence, speaking to what is very much her area of special 
knowledge.’126 It attached substantial weight to the Equal Ground reports since the reports 
were accepted and referenced in the reports of the US State Department and the Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office, and in the UK Border Agency evidence, as well as that of the 
Canadian Immigration and Refugee Board and international NGOs.127 Additionally, UTIAC 
stated that the governments that accepted and referenced the Equal Ground reports were 
also the governments that provided the organisation’s funding.128 LH and IP is the only 
determination studied in which UTIAC included information about the funding of a source 
in support of a source’s reliability. The funding of a source could be a useful criterion, since 
it determines a source’s impartiality to a certain extent. It would have been interesting for 
UTIAC to have elaborated on this issue. 

According to the IAT in TK (Sri Lanka), the relative weight or reliability of Country 
of Origin Information should be assessed in line with the standards established in NA.129 
Moreover, it is UTIAC’s view that information from NGOs can be selective, and that sources 
may have a specific interest or specific agenda.130 Consequently, the reliability of the reports by 
Equal Ground should have been assessed by UTIAC on the basis of, for example, its method of 
investigation and its presence and reporting capacity. It is remarkable, therefore, that UTIAC 
accorded substantial weight to the Equal Ground reports based solely on the acceptance of the 
organisation’s information by government sources. UTIAC failed to take into consideration 
several aspects mentioned in the decision. The activities of 14 Equal Ground staff members in 
Colombo were not specified. Moreover, Equal Ground’s activities in the field centred mainly 
around women’s rights and HIV; only some of its work in the field related to commercial 
sex workers in the LGBTI community.131 What was the method of investigation? How were 
respondents selected for the research? Was Equal Ground’s presence in Sri Lanka sufficient 
to provide a representative picture of the situation? LH and IP acknowledged significant 
difficulties in the statistical significance and data analysis in all the Equal Ground reports,132 
yet UTIAC failed to take this aspect into consideration when according substantive weight to 
the reports. It referred to statistics distorting other international reports as well. While UTIAC 
did not specify any other international reports, some of the international reports included 
in the Appendix refer to Equal Ground information. This constitutes round-tripping133 of 
Country of Origin Information and can lead to false corroboration of information.

126  ibid para 101.
127  ibid paras 26–27. Interestingly, information from Equal Ground cannot be found on Refworld and was not relied 

on by UNHCR in its 2012 Eligibility Guidelines on Sri Lanka, apart from an indirect reference.
128  ibid paras 54, 94.
129  See part 5 above; TK (n 15) para 5.
130  LP (n 15) para 44; Thomas (n 2) 174.
131  LH and IP (n 15) para 41.
132  ibid paras 44–45, 103.
133  ‘Round-tripping’ occurs when reference is made to a secondary source rather than a primary source. This can 

lead to distorted information and uncertainty over authorship of the information and whether the information 
is up to date: ACCORD, ‘Researching Country of Origin Information: Training Manual’ (November 2013) 136.
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5.5 News reports

The list of documents before UTIAC always included news reports by a variety of news 
agencies. As with the NGO reports, only a few news reports were fully discussed in the 
determinations studied.134 The most noteworthy was UTIAC’s reliance on information from 
the news agency TamilNet in the Country Guidance Determinations on the situation of 
Tamils in Sri Lanka. In the case of LP, the representative of the Secretary of State for the 
Home Department asked UTIAC to note with caution the TamilNet reports, as it was openly 
acknowledged as a pro-LTTE organisation and thus not necessarily reliable.135 Nevertheless, 
in the case of AN & SS, the representative of the Secretary of State for the Home Department 
relied on reports by TamilNet to make her point.136 In TK, the expert witness Dr Smith said 
that TamilNet ‘made an effort to be comprehensive, but it was very much reliant on ad hoc 
sources.’137 Despite certain reservations related to TamilNet’s reliability, UTIAC considered 
the information in the TamilNet reports to be significant, albeit not decisive. It supported 
the reliance on TamilNet by referring to the fact that over the past few years major country 
reports had treated TamilNet reports seriously.138 UTIAC did not elaborate as to why the 
major country reports considered TamilNet to be reliable. Why was it justifiable for UTIAC 
to attach substantial weight to the TamilNet reports despite concerns about the investigative 
method and lack of corroborative sources? UTIAC proceeded to draw conclusions from what 
was reported by TamilNet, as well as what appeared not to be reported by TamilNet.139 UTIAC 
had some 450 documents before it in the case of TK, and 197 documents concerned reports 
by TamilNet.140 Although UTIAC did not openly rely on the news reports by TamilNet in the 
case of GJ, TamilNet was still the most referenced source in the list of documents.141

5.6 Conclusions on the assessment of information

The study of the Country Guidance Determinations showed that UTIAC did not systematically 
assess the reliability of sources. Usually, it focused on one or more elements in assessing the 
reliability of a source. Elements that appeared in the Country Guidance Determinations 
examined included, for example, the professional background and personal experience of 
an expert witness, research methods, the reliance of major country reports on a source, and 
the funding of a source. However, UTIAC did not always discuss why it considered certain 
elements to be important in relation to a specific source. UTIAC should work towards a 
more uniform approach to ensure a systematic assessment of the reliability of sources in 
a transparent manner, discussing the different elements it finds important, and for what 
reason, in the given context. It should be careful about assuming a source’s reliability because 
the source is accepted by government agencies or relied upon in major country reports. The 

134  TK (n 15) paras 100, 108; LH and IP (n 15) para 70; BA (n 13) paras 17, 29–32, 39–43; SA (n 13) para 37.
135  LP (n 15) para 157.
136  AN & SS (n 15) para 97.
137  TK (n 15) para 28; see also LP (n 15) para 73.
138  TK (n 15) para 106.
139  ibid. In particular, see considerations in para 114; see also paras 99, 102, 104–05, 107, 111–15.
140  TK (n 15) Appendix C.
141  GJ (n 15) Appendix A. The list of documents included 246 documents, of which 38 were from TamilNet.
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relative weight to be placed on an item of evidence is ultimately a matter for UTIAC142 and 
should be assessed in line with the standards established by the ECtHR in NA in accordance 
with UTIAC’s own jurisprudence in TK.

6  The meaning of the information (2): balancing of 
information 

In the case of Karanakaran, the Court of Appeal reasoned that, where in civil litigation one 
would exclude evidence that might hold some credence, a decision maker who is deciding on a 
future risk may have to consider a whole bundle of pieces of evidence. It would be wrong for the 
decision maker to exclude information from the balancing process because he or she believes 
it unlikely to be correct. According to the Court of Appeal, the decision maker is required to 
reach a well-rounded decision which ‘may necessarily involve giving greater weight to some 
considerations than to others, depending variously on the degree of confidence the decision-
maker may have about them, or the seriousness of their effect on the asylum-seeker’s welfare 
if they should, in the event, occur.’143

In other words, the assessment of an individual asylum claim can only be made in light 
of the situation in a country of origin on the basis of a complete understanding of the entire 
picture. Therefore, the claim should be placed in the context of the background information 
on the country of origin. UTIAC prefers to rely on independently sourced reports. However, 
where the opinions from reputable human rights organisations differ, UTIAC should subject 
the reports to an in-depth examination to reconcile and balance the information. It should 
give reasons for preferencing one report over another.144 

Examination of the Country Guidance Determinations identified three issues regarding 
UTIAC’s balancing process. First, UTIAC was not always transparent about what 
available information was part of the balancing process; secondly, the Country Guidance 
Determinations did not follow a uniform structure and this affected the transparency of the 
balancing process; and thirdly, not every decision concerning the Country Guidance issues 
was based on a balancing of all the available information. As a result, it was difficult to 
determine to what extent a UTIAC decision was truly based on an effectively comprehensive 
analysis at all times. These three issues are addressed below.

6.1 The list of documents 

Every Country Guidance Determination included a list of documents that were before UTIAC. 
In the Country Guidance Determinations examined, UTIAC focused on the available expert 

142  AMM (n 14) para 109; Macdonald and Toal (n 1) 1869.
143  Karanakaran v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2000] EWCA Civ 11, 23; see also LP (n 15) para 21.
144  Macdonald and Toal (n 1) 1864; Thomas (n 2) 206.
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witnesses and a certain number of documents. Most of the documents on the lists were not 
discussed by UTIAC, either separately in relation to their reliability, or in relation to their 
position in the balancing process. As a result, it remained unclear to what extent UTIAC 
itself examined the documents and what bearing the documents had on the final decision 
regarding the Country Guidance  issues. 

Furthermore, the ways in which UTIAC discussed the documents differed. In TK (Sri 
Lanka), UTIAC relied on the expert witness to discuss the documents.145 In AM & AM 
(Somalia), it limited itself to a discussion of information in the October 2008 UK Home 
Office report as the report referred ‘to a wide number of major sources, quite a few themselves 
very recent.’146 UTIAC considered only selected information from reports from reputable 
sources such as Amnesty International in the UK Home Office report.147 On the other hand, 
in MOJ (Somalia), it thoroughly analysed the evidence by the expert witness by visibly 
assessing the COI relied on by the expert and comparing it to other available Country of 
Origin Information. For example, in support of the importance of clan protection to establish 
livelihood, Dr Mullen relied on a statement by the mayor of Mogadishu. UTIAC identified 
the source and time of the quote, noting that the four-year-old statement would need further 
support to still be considered relevant and accurate. It pointed out that the expert witness 
failed to consider all available information that nuanced the importance of clan protection.148 

According to UTIAC, the fact that a report was not specifically assessed does not mean 
that UTIAC ‘did not take it into account, particularly not in the context of a lengthy and 
comprehensive determination’.149 It would indeed be disproportionate for UTIAC to discuss 
every single document.150 However, UTIAC cannot limit itself to an expert witness or a COI 
report consisting of quotes from other COI reports where it claims to have taken into account 
all the available Country of Origin Information. Although it does not have to discuss all the 
reports separately, UTIAC must take the full range of reports into account. UTIAC could, for 
example, name relevant sources (in brackets) after its statements to indicate where supporting 
and/or contradictory information can be found. This would not add unnecessarily to the 
already extensive Country Guidance Determinations.

6.2 A uniform structure 

The Country Guidance Determinations examined showed that UTIAC did not follow a 
uniform structure in its decisions. In particular, it did not sort the evidence before it in the 
same manner. This affected the transparency of the balancing process in some decisions. 

In some Country Guidance Determinations, UTIAC sorted the evidence by the source 
of the information.151 The transparency of the balancing process was particularly affected 
where UTIAC limited itself in the discussion to one source or more general references, such 

145  TK (n 15) para 57.
146  AM & AM (n 14) paras 33–34.
147  ibid para 147.
148  MOJ (n 14) paras 77–80.
149  AM & AM (n 14) para 124; see also SZ and JM (n 13) para 150.
150  See also S (n 20) para 29; Macdonald and Toal (n 1) 1864.
151  For example, SB (n 13) paras 11–37; NM (n 11) paras 55–94; MA (n 14) paras 14–30; LP (n 15) paras 46–127; AN 

& SS (n 15) paras 11–39; TK (n 15) paras 15–55; GJ (n 15) paras 52–164; LH and IP (n 15) paras 26–67; SH (n 13) 
paras 24–70.
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as a simple referral to ‘the background evidence’. The balancing process became even more 
distorted in the comprehensive and lengthy determinations.152 For example, in the case of HH 
(Somalia), UTIAC offered: (1) an elaborate discussion of the evidence provided by each expert 
witness, including a discussion of the cross-examination of each witness;153 (2) a separate 
assessment of the expert evidence;154 and (3) an analysis of the situation in Mogadishu, sorted 
by issue.155 The large volume of information brought together in three different ways made it 
difficult to establish the exact extent and quality of the balancing of information by UTIAC. 

In other Country Guidance Determinations, UTIAC sorted the evidence by the identified 
Country Guidance issues.156 For example, in the case of MOJ (Somalia), UTIAC first identified 
clear threads common to the expert evidence. Each expert’s evidence was discussed along the 
lines of the five identified threads.157 As mentioned above in section 6.1, UTIAC provided a 
thorough analysis of the expert witnesses’ evidence in support of each thread or issue, visibly 
assessing the underlying Country of Origin Information and comparing it to other available 
information.158 As a result, it was immediately clear what expert evidence was supported 
and thus reliable. After the lengthy submissions,159 UTIAC discussed the conclusions along 
the lines of the identified common threads in the evidence, summarising supportive and 
contradictory information.160 The conclusions followed logically from its earlier considerations 
regarding the evidence. For example, UTIAC concluded that the evidence clearly established 
that there was no inter-clan-based violence or discriminatory treatment on the basis of clan in 
Mogadishu. It pointed at evidence provided by Dr Mullen supported by evidence from the two 
other expert witnesses. UTIAC did not accept the existence of clan-based militias to provide 
ongoing protection for clan members. The expert evidence provided by BBC journalist Ms 
Harper in support of formal armed groups did not sit comfortably with the other expert 
evidence. 

UTIAC could consider sorting the evidence by Country Guidance issues in all the Country 
Guidance Determinations. Those decisions in which the evidence was sorted by issue appeared 
more legible and predictable. UTIAC worked directly towards a conclusion by conveniently 
bringing together all the available evidence on a particular issue. The information was easily 
assessed and balanced, resulting in a more evident, as well as a shorter, discussion.

6.3 Balancing of information

Examination of the Country Guidance Determinations showed that not all UTIAC’s 
conclusions regarding the Country Guidance issues were supported by a balancing of 

152  For example, SH (n 13) paras 71–73: GJ (n 15) paras 316–19, 323–26.
153  HH (n 14) paras 41–186.
154  ibid paras 281–93.
155  ibid paras 294–311.
156  For example, RM and BB (n 13) 25–73; SZ and JM (n 13) paras 20–68; BA (n 13) paras 15–48, 63–67; SA (n 13) 

paras 33–43; SSH & HR (n 13) paras 6–32; YS and HA (n 14) paras 41–45; DJ (n 14) paras 11–40; AM & AM (n 
14) paras 162–200; AMM (n 14) e.g. paras 250–326.

157  MOJ (n 14) para 46.
158  ibid paras 47–201.
159  ibid paras 201–332.
160  ibid paras 333–425.
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information.161 For example, in the case of TK (Sri Lanka), UTIAC relied solely on information 
from a retired senior military officer provided to expert witness Dr Smith to conclude that the 
evidence strongly suggested that the improved accuracy and data-recording of the Sri Lankan 
government was likely to reduce the risk to a person of no real interest to the authorities.162 
UTIAC considered it one of the most important items of evidence to come to light since 
the decisions in LP and NA, yet it did not assess the reliability of the retired senior military 
officer. Who was General Bagatelle? What branch of the military was he associated with? 
When did the General retire? What made the information he provided so reliable that it 
should be accorded considerable weight? The assessment of the reliability of the retired senior 
military officer was crucial given UTIAC’s concerns regarding Dr Smith’s expertise163 and the 
lack of corroborating evidence. 

Another example concerned the case of GJ (Sri Lanka), in which UTIAC designated four 
categories of persons at real risk of persecution or serious harm upon return to Sri Lanka. 
UTIAC failed to provide supporting information for three of the four categories, namely 
(1) journalists; (2) human rights activists who criticised the Sri Lanka government; and (3) 
individuals who had given evidence before the Lessons Learned and Reconciliation Council 
(LLRC). The fact that the risk was plain from the material before UTIAC, and that all the 
parties agreed as to the existence of the risk for these particular groups, sufficed for UTIAC 
to include the categories in the Country Guidance, even though none of the appellants fell 
into any of these categories.164 In a normal asylum appeal, the fact that both parties agree 
on an issue would indeed be sufficient. However, where it concerns a Country Guidance 
Determination that is considered authoritative in subsequent appeals where it relates to the 
same Country Guidance issues, the analysis should be effectively comprehensive. UTIAC 
should have properly discussed the material before it that would provide parties to future 
appeals with the appropriate knowledge to debate the (further) application of a determination 
on an individual case or to discuss the possible need for an updated Country Guidance 
Determination.

161  For example, LP (n 15) paras 208, 220; GJ (n 15) paras 273, 316–19, Annex K; AM & AM (n 14) paras 144, 173, 
178.

162  TK (n 15) paras 23, 66, 82, 135.
163  ibid para 66.
164  GJ (n 15) paras 199, 263, 330–34. There was some evidence on the risk of being critical of the Sri Lankan 

government and the pressure on the media: see paras 66, 109, 145, 210.
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7. Conclusion

The system of Country Guidance Determinations is a unique system in which fairness is 
aspired to through consistency in the analysis of Country of Origin Information concerning 
a particular situation in a country of origin. The reasoning behind the system is that 
where objective conditions in a country of origin point to a well-founded fear or real risk 
to a particular group of persons, the outcome of an asylum procedure should be the same, 
whichever judge or country determines the application: ‘A real risk is a real risk and not a 
matter of state discretion.’165 Within the system of Country Guidance Determinations, it is 
UTIAC’s duty to give reasons to ensure that its decision is effectively comprehensive. 

For a Country Guidance Determination to be effectively comprehensive, UTIAC should 
first identify what evidence it considered in relation to the Country Guidance issues before 
it. In the Country Guidance Determinations examined, UTIAC relied on Country of Origin 
Information from a wide range of sources. It had before it all relevant information as well as 
the most up-to-date information available at the time of the hearing. The analysis showed 
that it can take UTIAC up to six months after the hearing to reach a decision. UTIAC should 
consistently request or accept further submissions where the time between the hearing and 
the decision, and/or the situation in a country of origin, calls for such new evidence. 

Secondly, an effectively comprehensive decision demands that UTIAC assess the bearing 
of the identified evidence on the issues before it. The analysis showed that UTIAC did not 
systematically assess the reliability of the sources it relied on. It usually focused on one or 
more elements in assessing the reliability of a source. It was not always clear why UTIAC 
considered these elements important in the given circumstances. Finally, it was sometimes 
difficult to determine whether UTIAC’s decision was based on an effectively comprehensive 
decision. Especially where the role of a certain amount of evidence in the balancing process 
remained unclear, the evidence was not always organised in a transparent manner and not all 
UTIAC’s conclusions were based on a balancing of information.

UTIAC should work on a more uniform approach where it systematically assesses the 
reliability of sources in a transparent manner, discussing the different elements it finds 
important, and for what reason, in the given context. The process of balancing the information 
would benefit from the addition of short references to Country of Origin Information in 
UTIAC’s discussion of the evidence. Organizing the Country of Origin Information by issue 
instead of by source, and immediately putting together supportive and/or contradictory 
evidence, improved the legibility of the decision.

165  Blake (n 6) para 17.


